The Handmade Issue

BE AMAZED

Caged capers | Hanging gardens | QuaDror Wall
A dress with a view | A coat with eyes | Neostyle
Bottled books | The perfect pie kit | And more...

QuaDror' dividing screen
by Studio Dror and Alpi

This screen is made of Alpi timber pieces interlocked in a revolutionary new space truss geometry invented and patented by Dror Benshetrit. The super-proflic designer believes the geometry has applications in truss structures, emergency dwellings, sound barriers and more. You see it, New first.

Studio Dror
New York-based Dror Benshetrit was born in Tel Aviv and studied at the New York City Academy. He designed the iconic Peacock Chair for Cassina, and is now planning the Soho Synagogue in Manhattan.

Alpi
Set up in the Apennine mountains in 1915, Alpi has grown into one of Italy's premiere timber, laminate and veneer producers.

www.alpi.it